
The Zomo Flightcase P-DJM-V10 NSE Case was developed to fit

perfectly to the Pioneer DJM-V10 Mixer. The Zomo Flightcase P-DJM-

V10 NSE in the popular NSE Edition is a new addition to the Zomo DJ

Case range. This stylish equipment case is extremely robust to

survive the exhausting tour use without damage.The particularly

strong, black-lacquered aluminium profiles and very stable ball

corners, which give the equipment case an absolutely high resistance,

provide for elegant and professional design accents. To prevent the

DJ mixer from sliding back and forth, the DJM-V10 Equipment Case is

equipped with excellent internal padding, which optimally protects the

equipment from damage.The Pioneer flight case is also visually

stunning. The modern design in the midnight black NSE Edition is

very stylish and guaranteed to be an eye-catcher. Manufactured for

the roughest tour use the Zomo Equipment Flightcases are completely

road- and flightproof.Thanks to the robust, laminated 9mm plywood

the flightcase P-DJM-V10 NSE equipment case is extremely scratch

and shock resistant and therefore armed against abrasion and

cigarette burns. Comfortable butterfly snap locks hold the lid in place

with unbelievable stability and make it easy to open and close. For

stronger protection against theft, all NSE flight cases can be locked

with an optional lock.Even if the DJ Gear is still inside the DJ Case,

the bar at the front can be removed quickly and easily during the

performance. We recommend the Zomo ergonomic adapter EA-1 as an optional accessory to plug in your headphones material-

saving at the DJ mixer.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Professional quality

Stylish Black Design (Night-Style-Edition)

Protects the device against negative influences

Professional quality for hard use

Solid rounded corners

Very dense design

Comfortable handle

Clean interior

Removable lid

SPECIFICATIONS

Suitable devices 1x Pioneer DJM-V10

Outer material 9mm plywood

Colour Black NSE (Night Style Edition)

Weight 9,6 Kg

External dimensions 491 (length) x 593 (width) x 201 (height) mm

The devices shown and/or mentioned on the photos are NOT included in the scope of delivery!
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